Forensic wound examination.
Wound examination is of prime importance in forensic pathology, and it is desirable to establish a wound examination system in order to evaluate and record the nature of wound more accurately and objectively. Modern diagnostic techniques and devices as well as advanced cell-biological methods should be introduced as the means for this aim. For example, radiological, endoscopic or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) examination have been used in addition to examination with the naked eye. In our department, a binocular surgical operating microscope is routinely employed at forensic autopsy, which is useful for elucidating the nature of wound in more detail. It is also necessary to determine whether a wound has vitality, and, if antemortem, how long before death the wound has been sustained. For the determination of wound age including vitality, various biological factors such as cytokines and extracellular matrix components involved in wound healing have been examined by histopathological methods. Our studies have shown that interleukin (IL)-1alpha, IL-1 b, IL-6, IL-10 and tumor necrosis factor-alpha are possibly useful markers for wound age determination as well as cell-biological indicators of vitality. Furthermore, molecular biological techniques have been intended to be applied to wound examination; our experimental study has shown that even mRNA of cytokines mentioned above can be histologically detected by reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction or in situ hybridization. A trial of forensic wound examination from macroscopic to molecular level is discussed.